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Abstract 

 

This research seeks to explore the importance of environmental reporting given in the print 

media of Bangladesh. Three newspaper in two languages; The Daily Prothom Alo and The Kaler 

Kantho in Bengali and The Daily Star in English language were selected as sample. Qualitative 

and quantitative methodology was employed find out the objectives of the research. The 

researcher tries to find the answers to the problem whether the print media gives importance to 

environmental reporting and how much awareness generated by these report. The data collected 

through content analysis and in-depth interview. The findings of content analysis indicate that 

these three newspapers do cover environmental issues but environmental reporting not given 

sufficient importance in all these three newspaper. The ways of prominence given for 

environmental issues in these three newspapers were very much different. The level of 

prominence identify by nature of the story, item, placement, editorial, space and trends. It has 

been investigate that The Daily Star newspaper covered the highest environmental articles by 

contract to other two newspapers in June 2020. They have given importance to various 

environments related subject matter. The Daily Prothom Alo also gives importance to 

environmental reporting and covered second highest environmental articles. The Kaler kantho 

newspaper covered less number of environmental news and given very small portions of the 

newspaper for environmental news coverage. But they have given importance to the published 

news regarding the news placement and special supplementary.  

 Keywords: Environmental reporting, print Media, News Coverage, Importance, news placement 
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Chapter One 

 Introduction 
 

Environment is the reason for human existence. It is the equal important part of earth as like 

human being. However, the environment is degrading day by day. However, the environment is 

not destroying itself but it is human being, who is responsible for this. Devastating cyclones, 

hurricanes and typhoons are increasing day by day. On the other hand, environmental problems 

and issues like pollution, floods, landslides, droughts etc are also getting higher. 

As a result, the environmental problem related information is getting very demanding to public 

and their demand of knowing about the action and awareness or knowledge as well. It found that 

environment and environmental news and information are the leading point of discussion for all 

class of citizen.  

Therefore, mass media plays a considerable function in covering news and information on 

environmental incidences, issues and problems (Pompper, 2004; Signorielli, 1993).Newspaper is 

another important part of mass communication, which has the power of, circulates information, 

change perceptions and create awareness. 

The term environment is simply known as ‘Nature’. Where the living and non-living features are 

interacting with each other. The living elements like human, animals, plants etc is name biotic 

and non-living characters, which include air, water, sunlight etc, are known as a biotic. 

Environment also regarded as 'surroundings'.1 

Moreover, inthese surroundings all the living and non-living characters and their all kind of 

interaction are equally essential. However, the environmental system is being disturbed 

sometime accidentally and sometime deliberately, with that environmental issues and changes 

have occurred.2 

 

                                                           
1https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmet 
2https://www.soas.ac.uk/cedep-demos/000_P500_ESM_K3736-Demo/unit1/page_08.htm 
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Environmental reporting and environmental issue: 

The environment has a direct connection with human being. However, the wellbeing of human is 

in a great threat because of environmental dreadful conditions. It has been predicted that in the 

whole world almost half of the jobs are rely on forests, fisheries and agriculture. Therefore, the 

environmental distraction not just put the individual livelihoods in risk, but also established 

various human health problems. 

It is also increasing human vulnerability and insecurity day by day. So the concerns are rising up 

and here media especially newspaper has played an undeniable role to make the public aware 

and spreading consciousness about protect the environment.3Newspaper covers environmental 

news and issues through environmental reporting. They also support the reporter to investigate, 

generate inventive ways to collect information, present environmental information and recorders, 

which engage the community.4 

On the other hand, environmental reporting is a quite recent trend. Because a small number of 

reporters were write environmental reports before the1970s and there was hard to find deepness 

on those reports. Environment and natural assert was not a well-known issue for masses. Now, 

nearly all newspaper distinguish that environmental stories are the most important one. The 

environmental beat is not an unusual beat any more. This kind of reporting apparently always is 

a complex one. On the other hand, sociological, economic, political and public health has a 

connection with environmental issues. 

Particularly in the developing nations, the issue is very sensitive. Because in here the 

environmental damage growth is very strong and probable. So environmental reporting is very 

required with greater reason but it has to be well timed and exact also.5 

                                                           
3https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Developm

ent_in_Indian_English_Dailies 

4 https://www.cima.ned.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/CIMA-Environmental-Journalism-and-Media-Development3.pdf 

5https://agua.org.mx/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Ten-practical-tips-for-environmental-reporting.pdf 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Development_in_Indian_English_Dailies
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Development_in_Indian_English_Dailies
https://agua.org.mx/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Ten-practical-tips-for-environmental-reporting.pdf
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Reporters have their own exceptional method in writing. However, environmental reporting can 

be defined as day-to-day affairs journalism, which is, related to the environment and nature 

especially how human activity put impact on their environment. The aim of environmental 

reporting is raising consciousness among people. 6 In detail, environmental reporting is 

researching, verifying, writing, producing and broadcasting news that is on environment and 

different environmental issues to the community life by professional reporters.7 

Although environmental reporting give information about environment and make the public 

aware about the issue, it also generate debate on issues related to the environment, 

promote among the population, provide synergies to topics ignored in the general media, create 

synergies among members of the public, communicators, institutions, NGOs and any agents 

involved in environmental issues and promote the approval and improvement of environmental 

policies.8 

This paper aims to focus on how print media in Bangladesh give importance to the 

environmental reporting.  

1.2 Research Objectives: 

The research aims to explore the news coverage on environmental issues in Bangladesh. The 

following objectives have addressed in this study:  

 To examine the significance of environmental news coverage in Bangladeshi newspapers 

 To examine whether environmental news/reports play any role in creating awareness  

1.3 Research Question: 

 How is the environment reports treated in national dailies in Bangladesh? 

 What are the impacts of environment reports published in dailies in Bangladesh?  

                                                           
6https://www.iberdrola.com/culture/environmental-journalism 

7https://www.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-

binaries/90202_Chapter_5_Pages_from_Pezzullo_Environmental_Communication_and_the_Public_Sphere_5e.pdf   

8https://www.iberdrola.com/culture/environmental-journalism 

 

 

https://www.iberdrola.com/culture/environmental-journalism
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1.4 Methods and data: 

This paper based on data collected by content analysis and in-depth interviews using quantitative 

and qualitative methodology. The primary data collected through content analysis of the 

environmental coverage from the three selected newspapers, The Daily Prothom Alo, The Daily 

Star and The Kaler Kontho in Bangladesh. The content analysis method is popular in mass media 

research because it is an efficient way to investigate the content of the media.9 

In this method, themes and patterns identified and environmental news and issues counted to see 

frequencies. To find the importance of reporting on environmental issues in newspapers, 

frequency counting, nature of the story, the length, the placement, space of the news analyzed.10 

The in-depth interview method used for qualitative analysis. The interview conducted with three 

leading male environmental journalists from the newspaper, The Daily Prothom Alo, The Daily 

Star and The Kaler Kontho. All interviews guided by a qualitative semi-structured questionnaire.  

1.5 Sampling: 

I have selected three major newspapers, two Bangle The Daily Prothom Alo, The Kaler Kantho 

and one English daily The Daily Star. I have collected only environmental reports from the 

coverage of 30 days from June 01 to June 30, 2020. The total newspaper amount is 90. But the 

reviewed data not includes any feature, photo feature and photo from the sampled report. It is 

only reporting part that reporters write down.     

 

 

 

                                                           
9http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20

Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y 

 
10http://oaji.net/articles/2017/2392-1488593050.pdf 

 

 

http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://oaji.net/articles/2017/2392-1488593050.pdf
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1.6 Limitation of the study: 

Three major limitations are there to conduct the study. Time limitation is the first limitation. This 

study requires more than three months but there were only three months to complete the study as 

Masters’ thesis. As for the pandemic covid-19, the newspapers reduce some page and add feature 

pages with main page. That is why the collected Data is not exactly same compeer to other 

month. Another limitation is gathering the relevant resources to conduct the study. As mention 

for pandemic covid-19, not all the resources were easily accessible.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter  
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review   

 

Global warming and climate changes make its impact most critically on Bangladesh. Because of 

geographical location, high population density, high level of poverty and livelihoods such as 

agriculture and fisheries it is very critical for Bangladesh. (Department of Environment: 2009). 

On the other hand, the Global Climate Risk Index 2009 of German Watch said, in the whole 

world Bangladesh is in a top most vulnerable country. over the years various environment 

change related events like repeated floods, drought, ruthless cyclones, salinity intrusion, heat 

waves, cold waves, water logging, droughts and river bank erosion Bangladesh has been 

experiencing. And it brings direct and indirect undesirable impacts on human health and mass 

people dislocation.  

 There are some other problems like, high population growth, high intensity of poverty, lower-

grade of literacy, less capital income, subsistence focus, poor setting of resource, insufficient 

infrastructure, and long costal belt have made the climate vulnerability of the country more 

harsh, expensive and destructive (Shahid: 2009).11 

Regarding environmental issues in Bangladesh, since 2000, there have been severe warnings 

about the probable impact on Bangladesh of global warming. Before June 2007, the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change predicted that Bangladesh would be one of the most 

severely threatened countries, with rising sea levels predicted to demolish 17 percent of 

Bangladesh by 2050, which will displace 20 million people (IPCC, 2007). According to the 

index, Bangladesh will be at the top or close to the top in the risk of environment change 

(German watch, 2009). In contrast, its contribution to global warming is trivial. In 2004 

Bangladesh’s per capita carbon dioxide emissions were 0.25 tons which made it 175th among 

206 countries on a per capita international ranking.12 

                                                           
11http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20

Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y 

12https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVj6Oev73rAhUk
meYKHdMgDNkQFjAAegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fojs.aut.ac.nz%2Fpacific-journalism-

review%2Farticle%2Fdownload%2F982%2F1181&usg=AOvVaw1hUF8bButS5HL8m6N_u8Ph 

http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://dspace.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd:8080/bitstream/handle/20.500.11948/1195/08%20Print%20Media%20Coverage%20on%20Climate%20Change%20Issues%20in%20Bangladesh.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVj6Oev73rAhUkmeYKHdMgDNkQFjAAegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fojs.aut.ac.nz%2Fpacific-journalism-review%2Farticle%2Fdownload%2F982%2F1181&usg=AOvVaw1hUF8bButS5HL8m6N_u8Ph
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVj6Oev73rAhUkmeYKHdMgDNkQFjAAegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fojs.aut.ac.nz%2Fpacific-journalism-review%2Farticle%2Fdownload%2F982%2F1181&usg=AOvVaw1hUF8bButS5HL8m6N_u8Ph
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVj6Oev73rAhUkmeYKHdMgDNkQFjAAegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fojs.aut.ac.nz%2Fpacific-journalism-review%2Farticle%2Fdownload%2F982%2F1181&usg=AOvVaw1hUF8bButS5HL8m6N_u8Ph
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It found that, newspaper is more useful for environmental information in predicting attention, 

awareness, concerns and following behaviors, as compared to television. There are several 

studies on environmental reporting or news, which shows how newspaper give importance and 

cover the environmental issues. In this existing literature, it shows the data on Asian counties 

about on environmental issue and media coverage. A study titled, ‘Reporting Green;An 

exploratory study of news coverage of environmental issues in srilankan newspaper’ conducted 

by E.W.M.S. Boyagoda- The Sri Lankan newspapers cover environmental issues but the subject 

matter did not receive much treatment. The study result shows, The Sunday Times newspaper 

published the highest numbers of environmental news and given more importance compare to 

the other two newspapers. In Irida Lankadeepa and Virakesari Warawaliyeedu, most of the time 

ignored environmental issues but when covered they were given very limited importance and 

news treatment. Consequently, it shows in the year 2014 this three the newspapers havea major 

difference in numbers of printed articles.13 

To study the content of two top English Indian dailies Lucas, A. (2013, October) use content 

analysis method. The intent was to evaluate the approach how The Hindu and The Times of 

India cover environmental news. The study named ‘Print Media’s Coverage on Environmental 

Issues in India’ showed that The Hindu give more concentration to environmental issues in 

contrast to The Times of India. The analysis also shows that not all environmental issues are 

given same importance many significant news does not get that much coverage. The research 

study concluded that by giving broad coverage print media could create interest and positive 

attitude about environment among mass people. 14 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
13https://www.ecpms.net/i34v5fkgx?key=0f22c1fd609f13cb7947c8cabfe1a90d&submetric=14921126  
14https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Develop

ment_in_Indian_English_Dailies 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Development_in_Indian_English_Dailies
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317047622_A_Study_of_the_Coverage_of_Environment_and_Sustainable_Development_in_Indian_English_Dailies
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In the year 2007, Norma and Hasan conducted a study named The Representation of 

Environmental news: A Comparative study of the Malaysian and New Zealand press (2007) 

found that, over the time, there is an increase in the use of public and scientists as sources which 

is consider a major change in Malaysian coverage. However, the study also revealed some 

common problems as the journalists has limited knowledge about environmental issues and 

science. The study concludes that newspapers in both countries do not function as information 

providers or educators, but most of the time, they are responsive towards environmental 

issues.Bacon, Das and Zaman (2009) concluded that environmental reporting in Bangladesh is a 

powerful and rising sub-field of journalism. It builds own authenticity in ways that reflect the 

social, economic and political contexts.  

In another study 2010, Reza has drawn a similar conclusion about environmental reporting in 

Bangladesh. It shows that global climate change issues, impacts and debates are given 

extraordinary consideration by Bangladeshi newspapers. In addition, these issues were mainly 

significant to Bangladesh. It is noticeably evident that they set definite agendas on combating 

changes, impact of changes, conferences and seminars, issues of reparation and local and 

regional environmental issues. Environmental issues and global climate change both linked by 

Bengali and English daily newspaper. In adding to that, as Reza says, it was disguised that print 

media in Bangladesh is powerful enough to understand environmental issues and influence 

policies. On the other hand, to set national agenda they raise voices and lobby for international 

climate change funds for Bangladesh. According to the researcher, this proactive nature of 

Bangladesh newspapers on environmental issues is pinpointing of the changing role of news 

media from developmentalist approach to advocacy-oriented advocacy journalism. On the other 

hand, Sampei and Usui (2009) found a remarkable boost in the newspaper coverage of global 

warming and public apprehension reasonably. 15 In the existing literature, different research 

studies and data on the environmental issues where well documented. Therefore this research 

attempts to find out how print media in Bangladesh.16 

 

                                                           
15https://www.ecpms.net/i34v5fkgx?key=0f22c1fd609f13cb7947c8cabfe1a90d&submetric=14921126 

16 http://oaji.net/articles/2017/2392-1488593050.pdf 

 

http://oaji.net/articles/2017/2392-1488593050.pdf
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Chapter Three 

 Data analysis  

 

3.1Total environmental report: 

The tables below document the total environmental news coverage given by The Daily Prothom 

Alo, The Daily Star and The Kaler kantho newspaper. Environmental reports from all three 

newspapers taken for content analysis. The data reviewed time was June 1 to 30, 2020. The total 

newspaper amount is 90. The published environmental report is 118. The three newspapers 

covered approximately given number of news. The daily star covered highest environmental 

news in 30 days. The total published environmental news is 55. The Kaler kantho covered only 

23 news, which is the lowest among the three newspapers.    

 

Name Newspaper 

amount  

Total news 

(approx.)  

Environmental 

News    

Percentage 

(Approx.)  

Daily Star 30 2250 55 2.44% 

Prothom Alo 30 2430 

 

40 1.65% 

Kaler Kantho 30 2850 23 0.90% 

Total 90 7530 118 4.99% 

Figure 1: Total environmental report   
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Figure 2: Total environmental report   

3.2 Column and inches: 

All the 118 environmental reports took 1583.85 column inches among the three newspapers. The 

daily Star covered highest spaces, 755.44 column inches, which is 47.7% of the total coverage by 

all the three dailies. The Daily Prothom Alo covered 482.9 column inches and 30.5% of total 

environmental reports. In addition, The Kaler Kantho took lowest 345.51column inches (21.8%) 

among the three dailies.     

Name  Column and inches  Percentage  

Daily star 755.44 47.7%  

Prothom alo 482.9 30.5% 

Kaler kantho  345.51        21.8% 

Total  1583.85 100% 

Figure 3: Total column and inch 
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Figure 4: Total column and inch in percentage     

3.3 Placement: 

The prominence of news is determined by its placement in the newspaper. The important reports 

placed in front page and back page. The study shown that, all the 3 newspaper placed maximum 

number the environmental reports on the back page and other page. The daily Prothom Alo 

published highest number 17 news in back page. The Kaler Kantho placed highest 4 

environmental reports in front page that is 17.3%.  

Name  Total news  Lead news  Front page Back page Other page  

The daily Star     55 0 1(1.8%)  12 (21.8%) 42(76.4%) 

Prothom Alo     40 0 2 (5%) 17 (42.5%) 21(52.5%) 

Kaler Kantho     23 0 4(17.3%) 6     (26%)  13 (56.5%) 

Total  118 0 7(21.1%) 35 (90.3%) 76 (185.4)  

Figure 5: Placement  
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Figure 6: Placement 

3.4 News category: 

The table below shows category-wise environment reporting published by The Daily Star, The 

Prothom Alo and The Kaler Kandho newspaper. It can observe that all three newspapers have 

given highest importance to the disaster news. The Daily star covered highest 13 news on 

disaster and 12 on river. The finding shows that Prothom Alo gives importance to all most every 

news category. The Kaler kantho gives importance to the trendy news category disaster and river 

only on the month of June and ignored other subjects.        

Subject  The Daily star  The Prothom Alo The Kaler kantho  

Disaster 13 12 13 

Water 6 2 1 

Forest 4 1 0 

Air 1 2 1 

River 12 9 7 

Land 3 2 0 

Energy 0 1 0 

Media events 4 9 1 

Global warming 4 0 0 
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Waste 3 1 0 

Wild life 5 1 0 

Total  55 40 23 

Figure 7: News category 

3.5 Byline: 

The table shows that The Prothom Alo given highest importance to byline news considering the 

total number of environmental reports. They published 15 byline reports, which is 37.5% of total 

report. The daily star also published same number of byline report with 27.2%. The findings 

indicates that, kaler kanthon have the less amount of byline reports just 5 news (21.7%) in the 

month June.  

Name  Total news   Byline  

The daily Star  55 15 (27.2%) 

The Prothom Alo   40 15   (37.5%) 

The Kaler Kantho   23 05(21.7%) 

Total  118  35(86.4%) 

Figure 8: Byline 

3.6 Editorial: 

The findings indicates that The Prothom Alo published highest 4 editorials on editorial page 

about environment issue. The daily star published 3 editorials and The kaler kanthon published 

only 2 editorials.  

Name  Editorial  

The Daily Star            3 

The Prothom Alo            4 

The Kaler Kantho            2 

Total           9 

Figure 9: Editorial 
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Chapter Four 

 Discussion  
 

In this chapter, I will discuss the content analysis of the Environmental Reporting of sampled 

newspaper the prothom Alo, The Daily Star, The Kaler Kantho.  

The data shows that the print media in Bangladesh started giving importance on environmental 

reporting. Based on the research, it is also fair to say that, because of environmental reporting the 

awareness level is rising. But considering the significance of the environmental problems in 

Bangladesh, the newspapers should focus more on environmental reporting and make the impact 

stronger to build awareness. 

 

The total published environmental report in The daily Prothom Alo, The Daily Star and The 

Kaler Kantho is 118. The Daily Star covered highest number of environmental reports in 30 

days. The total published environmental news in The Daily Star is 55. The Approximate 

Percentage of only environmental reporting is 2.44%. The number is standard. The Kaler kantho 

covered only 23 reports and it is clearly shows that they are not giving importance to cover more 

number of environmental reports.  

 

The data depicts that all three newspapers give importance to news treatment and placed 

maximum number the environmental reports on the back page and other page. Only The Kaler 

kantho placed highest number of environmental reports in front page that is 17.3%. The daily 

Prothom Alo and The Daily Star give less importance to publish front reports.   

It is found that, not all three newspapers publish any lead news in the sampled month. 

Considering environmental problems in Bangladesh they should give importance to covered 

more lead news. The all three newspapers have given highest importance to the disaster news. 

The Daily star covered highest 13 news on disaster and 12 on river. The findings show that The 

Daily Star and The daily Prothom Alo given high prominence cover every category of 

environmental issue. The Kaler kantho gives importance to the trendy news category disaster and 

river only and ignored other subjects.   
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The Prothom Alo has given highest importance to byline reports and that is 37.5% of total 

environmental reports. But the editorial page contents a few editorials considering environmental 

issue. The Prothom Alo published highest 4 editorials on editorial page. It is found that only The 

Kaler Kandho publish special supplementary on environment issue. The Daily Prothom Alo and 

The Daily Star publish special reports but ignore to publish any supplementary.  

Figure10: Prothom Alo, page 3, 5 June 2020 

A sample Report of 

Prothom Alo published on 

5 June 2020. It is a special 

Byline report published on 

World Environment Day.    
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The objective of this study was to find out how much importance given to environmental 

reporting by three wide circulation newspapers: The Daily Prothom Alo, The Daily Star and The 

Kaler kontho. In addition, the research also investigate show much awareness has been build up 

though environmental reporting. To understand the impact of such environment reports, three 

senior environmental journalists from the selected newspapers interviewed. This key Informant 

Interviews (KII) has employed in this study to get a better understanding of media impact of 

various environmental issues. 

4.1 No word and Colum-inch limitation: 

Most of the time journalists can write with full freedom and without any word and Colum-inch 

limitation. Senior Reporter of Prothom Alo Iftekhar Mahmud said that it depends on news 

content. If the topic is on a serious and trendy issue like, current flood situation then world limits 

may cross 1000-1200. In addition, there is no such limitation on column inch. It is always 

depends on the importance of that news. The reporter has to have news sense and understand 

how much column and inch this news will require.  

 

4.2 Frequency and tendency depends on trend: 

 
News frequency and tendency depends on the trend. Newspaper authority has no control on 

frequency and tendency of environmental reporting. A senior reporter of The Daily Star Abul 

Hossain Mollah argues that, 

“The Daily Star is frequently covers news on environmental issues. My newspaper covers news 

on environment more than any other newspaper in Bangladesh (personal communication, 04 

August 2020)”. 

 

4.3The Rising Significance of Environment Reports in dailies: 

 
Environment is not as mainstream issue as political and economy for a newspaper. Authorities 

has different choice regarding published a lead news about environment. However, recent years 

wide circulation newspapers like The Prothom Alo and daily star is focusing more and more on  
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Different category of environmental issue. They are not just giving importance to the talked 

about news but also investigate and covered many non-trendy issues.   

 

Readers only want to read about trendy and running issue. But there are other types of 

environmental reports also published in a newspaper. If readers start to talk about those then 

A sample Report of The 

Daily Star published on 5 

June 2020. This is a 

front-page Byline report. 

This report published on 

World Environment Day.   

Figure11: The Daily Star published on 5 June 2020 
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every environmental issue will be trendy and awareness can generated widely. Senior reporter of 

The Prothom AloIftekhar Mahmud contends, 

“Sometimes, my reports have influenced the environmental policy making process and 

environmental Movement to some extent and are used as reference (personal communication, 30 

July 2020)”. 

 

Similarly Arif Rahman, from theThe  Kaler Kantho also argues that people have become much 

more conscious about environment issues. For instance, no one can start any project or 

developmental activities, which hamper the nature and environment as well. People know that 

media will cover news for such developmental projects and they do have accountability.  

 

“People are now much more aware then before. Newspaper and Journalists are spreading such 

awareness. People /organization have to think 10 times more before cutting down trees for road 

construction or for any other developments. They are careful about the consequences of cutting 

down trees. Certainly, this type of awareness needs to be generated more(personal 

communication, 04 August 2020)”.  

 

4.4 Environmental supplementary: 

 
It found that the three newspapers have no specific place or page for environmental report. Only 

The Kaler Kantho publishes supplementary on environmental issue. All most every year they 

published 3-5 supplementary. This year on January 20, a two page supplementary named ‘Eco-

friendly blocks for sustainable development’ published by The Kaler Kantho. According to 

senior reporter Arif Rahman, 

“We have already published onesupplementaryin this year based on environment related issues 

(personal communication, 04 August 2020)”. 

 

The Daily star had a special front-page report on 05 June titled “World Environment Day today: 

‘Development’ feasts on forest”.  
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4.5 Given importance to generate ideas: 

For generating news idea reporters use different sources and components. Reporters own idea, 

editor’s suggestion, follow up news of other newspapers, social media and local newspaper 

scanning used to make a rich idea.  A senior reporter of The Daily Star Abul Hossain Mollah 

contends, 

“I investigate local newspapers for ideas. Local news focus on small idea but when I add 

different aspect it became a huge idea and sometimes it publishes as lead news also (personal 

communication, 04 August 2020)”. 

 

Figure12: The Kaler Kantho published on 30 June 2020 

 

 

A sample Report of The 

Kaler Kantho published on 

30 June 2020. This is a front-

page Byline report. This 

report is about the flood 

situation of and the 

sufferings.   
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Figure13: The Kaler Kantho published on 30 June, 2020 

 

A sample Report of The 

Kaler Kantho published 

on 30 June 2020. This is 

a front-page Byline 

report. This report is 

about the flood situation 

of and the sufferings.   
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4.6 Logistic support for the Reporters:  

 

Environmental reporters of this three newspaper gets funds, legal and other important supports 

from authority. Senior reporter of Prothom Alo Iftekhar Mahmud claim, Sometimes Prothom Alo 

provides funds for local environmental reporting and cover international conference. 

 

“I have covered many international environmental conferences in 22 countries. My office 

provide me full fund once, to cover environmental conference in Paris. But for local reporting in 

district, Upazila and union my office always arrange full fund, legal and other supports (personal 

communication, 30 July 2020)”. 

 

If the idea is good, sometimes editor provide funds but on large scale, reporters have to arrange 

funds or fellowship for field report. Senior reporter Arif Rahman from the Kaler Kantho also 

argues,  

‘I visited some district to make report on use of climate funds, TIB provide that fellowship. 

Ecard give a fellowship to make a report on trouble for clean drinking water in costrel area 

(personal communication, 04 August 2020)”. 

 

4.7  Not focus on special events only:  

Environment reporting of these three newspapers is not focus on special day or event only such 

as world environment day. The daily Prothom Alo and The Daily star cover all most every 

category of environmental issue. The kaler Kantho newspaper mostly published flood related 

reports.    

Senior Reporter of The Prothom Alo Iftekhar Mahmud said that News reporting is frequent on 

current incidents or events. There is no basic change on number of reports regarding world 

environment day occasion. But on this day one or two special report is published and those are 

very significant. 
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Chapter Five 

 Conclusion  
 

The study depicts that the print media in Bangladesh started giving importance on environmental 

reporting. Based on the research, it is also fair to say that, because of environmental reporting the 

awareness level is rising. However, considering the significance of the environmental problems 

in Bangladesh, the newspapers should focus more on environmental reporting and make the 

impact stronger to build awareness. 

 

The study reveals that the two dailies The Daily Prothom Alo and The Daily Star covered a 

decent number of environmental reports. They concentrate on covering almost every issues of 

environment. The Quality of news treatments (column-inch, placement, byline reports) is also 

quite standard.  

 

Similarly, The Kaler kanthon focusing more on seasonal disaster reports like flood and River 

erosion on the month of June.They covered a few amount and dedicate a small portion (column-

inch) for environmental reporting. However, they balanced it with placed the highest number of 

front-page reports comparing to other two newspapers. Publishing special supplementary on 

environmental issue is another contribution to rising importance and generating awareness.  The 

findings also show that the editorials are give less importance on environmental issue. 

Environmental reporting has stronger tone rather than editorial.  

 

Environmental reporting is very much technical and scientific. There are several environmental 

terms, environmental laws a reporter need to know for a qualitiful report. The newspaper 

authorities should arrange training in local and in regional stage as well to create the network. 

Regional correspondence can developed to see the environment issue in a global perspective. 

Every reporter must attend regional and global conferences for better understanding of regional 

points and write an impactful report.  
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The newspaper authorities should reserve a dedicated environmental reporter for the beat. The 

newspapers should plan to publish awareness massages with a special news treatment and 

positive news on environment every week.   

 

The institutions and the universities having programmers in Journalism and Communication 

should introduce a course on the ‘Environment’ and ‘Environmental Reporting’ so that the 

students can learn Environmental Reporting and generate basic awareness.  
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Appendix  

 
 

The Importance of Environmental Reporting in Print Media of Bangladesh 

 

Interviewer: Rifat Parvin Anny 

ID: 192-28-296,  

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication (JMC) 

Daffodil International University (DIU), Dhaka -1207 

 

Interview Questioner  

1. In your newspaper how many environment-related news publish every month? 

2. Do you use own ideas or your authority gives you most of the assignments while preparing 

environmental news? 

3. Do you have any monthly targets on doing environment-related news? 

4. How many Environment-related lead news your newspaper covers in a month? 

5. In every month how many Environment-related news published in your newspaper except lead 

news? 

6. To develop environment journalists’ skills, how training is necessary?  

7. Is there any training available in our country or outside the country to develop environment 

journalists skilful?  

8. Are there any limitations in environmental journalists of Bangladesh? What is your opinion on 

this? 

9. Being on environmental risk, how importance Bangladeshi newspapers give on environmental 

news?  

10. In terms of publishing environment-related news, what is the frequency and tendency of your 

newspaper or other newspapers? 

11. What types of news publish on environment bit regularly? 

12. Being an environmental journalist, while you prepare news do you have full freedom? Are 

there any limitations? Is there any tendency to cut down the proper news (in Colum-inch)? 

13. Generally, what are word limitations for environment-related news reporting? 

14. Is there any dedicated place in your newspaper for environmental news? 

15. Is there any special edition published on the environment with your daily newspaper? 
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16. Is the number of skilful environment journalists are enough for Bangladeshi environment-

related news sector? 

17. in editorial page how much priority environment usually gets?  

18. Being an environment journalist, Is your chief editor provides proper facilities for you? 

19. While preparing environment-related news reporting do you have any funding facilities? 

20. Other mass media except yours, are they doing enough environment-related news to create 

proper awareness? 

21. Is there any difference in world-environment-day news and other regular day’s news in 

numbers? 

22. Climate change is a big challenge for Bangladesh. What will be the major responsibility or 

roll for the environment journalists on this note? 

23. Is there enough news on climate change to create proper awareness in Bangladesh?  

24. To develop quality or increase the coverage of environment reports, what will be your 

suggestion? 

a. Academic learning is most important with that I would like to add to have the knowledge of 

environmental science  

b. To get proper training in the job sector 

c. Frequent special edition on environment 
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